A NID MOUNTING DETAIL

B NID MOUNT ASSEMBLY DETAILS

C POLE MOUNT ENCLOSURE DETAILS

NOTES:
1. JUNCTION BOX REQUIRED UNLESS POLE IS WITHIN 20 FT OF CONTROL CABINET. REFER TO STD DWG AT 7 FOR JUNCTION BOX DETAILS.
2. POLE MOUNTED CABINET REQUIRED UNLESS PAD MOUNTED ATM'S CABINET IS PROVIDED.
3. REFER TO STD DWG SL 14 FOR LUMINAIRE POLE DETAILS.
4. LOCATE POLE A MINIMUM OF 1.2 TIMES THE AASHTO CLEAR ZONE DISTANCE AWAY FROM THE TRAVELED WAY, OR SHIELD ACCORDING TO THE CURRENT EDITION OF THE ROADSIDE DESIGN GUIDE.
5. SUPPLY AND INSTALL CORD CONNECTOR HUBBELL SHC1032ZP OR EQUAL. SIZE APPROPRIATELY FOR WIRE.